MINUTES, UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM SUBCOMMITTEE
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FRESNO
5200 N. Barton Avenue, M/S ML 34
Fresno, California 93740-8027
Office of the Academic Senate  Ext. 8-2743

November 29, 2016


Members Absent:

Visitors:

Meeting called to order by Chair Clement at 2:05 pm in Haak Library #4115, Henry Madden Library.

I. Call to Order:

II. Approval of Meeting Minutes:

III. Approval of Agenda:

IV. New Business, Communications, and Announcements:

V. New Programs and Courses

VI. CONSENT CALENDAR ITEMS:
College of Science and Mathematics
Process 51342 PHYS 163 Introduction to Particle Physics and ATLAS Experiment of LHC at CERN- Conversion- First Read- Revise and tighten up student learning outcomes; use advanced Bloom’s Taxonomy—analysis, evaluation, synthesis, etc. Also, how are the course prerequisites going to be handled by the Department? We need guidance here as it to pertains to various CSU campuses.

Process 90156 CI 161 Methods and Materials for Teaching Science- Title/Units- M.S.C. to Approve.

Process 90012 ME 135 Introduction to Design- Senior Capstone Design Prerequisite- M.S.C. to Approve.

Process 87996 ME 166 Energy System Design- Prerequisite- M.S.C. to Approve.
Process 87840 PHYS 2A General Physics- Prerequisite- M.S.C. to Approve.

Process 87831 PSCI 21 Elementary Astronomy- Prerequisite- M.S.C. to Approve Pending Clarification of how course pre-requisites are to be enforced by the Department (and we cannot check high school transcripts).

**College of Social Sciences**

Process 86447 CRIM 153 Psychology of Criminality- Title- M.S.C. to Approve. Excellent e-mail/netiquette policy.

Process 87415 CRIM 154 Introduction to Forensic Behavioral Sciences- Title- M.S.C. to Approve Pending Change of Course Title from “Introduction” to more appropriate upper division course verbiage.

**VII. New Course Proposals**

**College of Health and Human Services**

2nd Read Process 69810 NURS 150AL Practicum in Leadership and Clinical Management- M.S.C. to Approve.

2nd Read Process 69804 NURS 140A Complex Concepts of Nursing Care- M.S.C. to Approve.

**Craig School of Business**

Process 84963 ACCT 170A CPA Exam Study I- M.S.C. to Approve.

Process 84988 ACCT 170B CPA Exam Study II- M.S.C. to Approve.

**College of Social Sciences**

Process 88854 CRIM 157 Interviewing and Interrogation- M.S.C. to Approve Pending Removal of “”Requisite” in catalog description.

Process 88855 CRIM 159T Topics in Forensic Behavioral Sciences- Why not use existing CRIM 160T? Provide justification for a new Department “T” topics course.

Process 81043 HIST 148 Senior Seminar in History-

**College of Science and Mathematics**

Process 89824 MATH 192 Undergraduate Mathematics Seminar-

**VIII. Program Proposals**

Process 86451 Option/Forensic Behavioral Science- First Read. Pending review of additional course proposals.
Agenda.
1. Communications/Announcements/Discussion.
2. Approval of Meeting Minutes.
3. Approval of the Agenda.
5. New Business Program and Course Proposals.
6. Consent Calendar Items Approved.